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About This Game

Amelie enjoys the happy and carefree life of a teenager.

Favorite school, loyal friends and regular parties!

But everything changes in an instant ..

Amelia receives a strange letter.

It turns out that her family has nowhere to live, and they are forced to move to another city..

"When one door of happiness closes, another opens; but often we look so long at the closed door that we do not see the one
which has been opened for us. "

Helen Keller

Amelie's life changes radically.

New school, new acquaintances, new rules.

But that is not all.
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Amelia falls in love. Who is it?

Is it possible to love two at the same time?

Is this feeling mutual?

This novel will allow you to see with your own eyes the life of a teenager facing difficulties that you can not be ready for.

Before you there is a difficult choice: to love or be loved?

Stability or risk?

High-quality graphics.

A beautiful calm musical accompaniment.

An interesting original story.

All this will allow you to plunge into the life of Amelie and just have a good time!

The unusual story of an ordinary teenager.

But it's better to see everything with your own eyes ...
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While looking through my library, I came across this game and was reminded of how bad an impression it made on me. I assure
you, the small amount of time I played it for was enough to realise that it wouldn't improve.

First of all, the English translation is unacceptably poor. Secondly, it doesn't really qualify as a "game", because you have
absolutely no input over how the story progresses. You're literally just clicking to go to the next line of dialogue.

We could call it a visual novel, but it's pretty mediocre on that front as well. The drawings are alright, but nothing much. The
music is repetitive, but somewhat pleasant. The story is nothing special, at least what I experienced.

Overall, I don't really think it's worth your money. Perhaps buy it if it's on sale, you don't mind reading broken English, and
you're looking for something to spend an hour or two on. (I say an hour or two because the other reviewer has spent 1.9 hours
and mentions that the game just finishes with an end screen and stops responding.)
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